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Christmas Gifts from Aperio Lux
Published on 12/22/19
Kicking off this Saturday, December 21, Aperio Lux will present Christmas gifts, special
Christmas deals on some of its popular apps. Save up to 50% and even more on the
following apps: IconFly, Recordam, RSS Follower (Unlimited package), deepTIFF, and
uDesktop NEXT. One more special offer will appear starting from December 24. All apps are
available worldwide exclusively on the Mac App Store.
Kiev, Ukraine - The Aperio Lux Team today shared the list of this year's Christmas deals.
Starting this Saturday, December 21 through Thursday, December 26, customers can buy
some
of popular Aperio Lux apps with special discounts reached up to 50% and more. All of
Aperio Lux Christmas deals can be found by visiting the Aperio Lux.
Christmas deals list:
IconFly - just $4.99 (USD)
IconFly allows users to create app icons for macOS, iOS, and watchOS applications. The
icons are compatible with all guidelines; latest devices and OS created by Apple. With
IconFly customers can create app icons for Android applications, Web clip icons, and
favicon too.
RSS Follower (Unlimited Package) - just $2.99 (USD)
RSS Follower Unlimited package is available as In-App purchase for the RSS Follower app.
RSS Follower is a brand-new modern and powerful application for reading news, designed
especially for macOS. RSS Follower makes reading news more simple and convenient. With
'Unlimited' package, customers can read a lot of RSS feeds; in fact, as many as they want.
Recordam - just $1.99 (USD)
Recordam allows customers to create high-quality audio recordings with no limitations.
With built-in Library, customers may store the audio recordings in one place and share
them with friends or colleagues via Mail, Message or AirDrop. Keywords help customers
organize their recordings and find them with just one click right in Finder.
deepTIFF - just 0.99 (USD)
deepTIFF is a simple tool for merge several images or even TIFF files into a single
multi-page TIFF file. Customers can reorder, import or remove images from any TIFF files,
even if they created them before. Just 3 simple steps and a TIFF file is ready: Click
Import, Select files you want to merge, Save your TIFF file.
uDesktop NEXT - just 0.99 (USD)
Choose many from thousands of Hi-Res wallpapers for you. Relax and get fresh emotions
every day with beautiful pictures which you can find in uDesktop NEXT. Experience the full
power and beauty of uDesktop NEXT. Here you can find the many wallpapers which you've
been
looking for so long and use them to decorate your desktop! Turn wallpapers search into
entertaining walking of stunning pictures with uDesktop NEXT.
The Christmas Special will last from December 21 to December 26 inclusive. All apps are
available worldwide exclusively on the Mac App Store.
Aperio Lux Sales:
https://sales.aperio-lux.com/
Aperio Lux:
https://aperio-lux.com/
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Aperio Lux is an independent team of enthusiasts and innovators from Ukraine. The Aperio
Lux team develops ergonomic and user-friendly software for OS X and iOS. All Rights
Reserved. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2011-2019 Alexey Nikitin and Alexandr
Bondar. All Rights Reserved.
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